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Abstract
One of the processes that transforms galaxies is Ram Pressure Stripping (RPS), which is
caused when a galaxy moves through its environment within a galaxy cluster. This process
leaves behind trails of gas that are ionized and then viewable in the Hα band of light. Observing
these gas trails can answer several questions about the effect of this process on galaxy and stellar
evolution. VESTIGE, or “A Virgo Environmental Survey Tracing Ionised Gas Emission,” seeks
to accomplish this by mapping the entirety of the Virgo Galaxy Cluster, the richest and most
unique galaxy cluster within 35 Mpc. Its distance to the Milky Way as well as its wide variety of
galaxy types and evolutionary phases makes it an ideal candidate for study, especially in the
search for answers on environmental effects on galaxies.
VESTIGE has captured many images of Virgo so far, and this project seeks to probe the
data for evidence of RPS. By comparing regions of the cluster in r band and Hα, the goal is to
find clouds that would only appear in Hα. The images are first analyzed without much outside
input, and then they are compared with results from others to find overlapping candidate regions.
Throughout the process more familiarity is developed with distinguishing what are optical
artifacts and what are Hα clouds. After the cloud regions are isolated, properties of the clouds
can be analyzed and studied.
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Background
There is still much about galaxy evolution and properties that is not understood. Of the
multitude of topics that can be explored, a majorly interesting area of study is the effect of the
surrounding environment on galaxy evolution. There are two main types of ways that this effect
appears. The first one is caused by interactions between galaxies. As galaxies move through
space, encountering one another can cause the force of gravity between them to change the shape
of the galaxies and even pull material from them out into space. The second way, which is more
of the focus of this project, is the interaction between galaxies and the intracluster medium. The
intracluster medium is the hot, dense plasma that inhabits the space between galaxies in a galaxy
cluster. As galaxies move through it, an effect called Ram Pressure Stripping occurs.

Ram Pressure Stripping (RPS)
When the pressure of the intracluster medium overcomes the gravitational potential
energy of a galaxy, a drag force is created that strips gas from the galaxy as it moves through the
intracluster medium. This is Ram Pressure Stripping, or RPS. Figure 1 shows a visual
representation of this effect - the galaxies seem to leave trails behind them as they enter and exit
this hotter area of the intracluster medium. As long as galaxies interact with the intracluster
medium, this process will continue until all of the gas is stripped and star formation in the
galaxies is quenched.
After the gas is stripped from the galaxy, it is then ionized and viewable through Hα
emission lines. There are several theories on how this ionization occurs, including but not limited
to heat conduction, turbulence, magnetohydrodynamic waves, and extraplanar star formation
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within the gas. However, more observation needs to be made to fully understand the conditions
and properties of the ionization process.

Figure 1 [4]: Screenshots from a timelapse of several galaxies moving through a particularly hot part of the
intracluster medium. The trails left behind are gas being pulled from galaxies through RPS.

Through the observation and study of these ionized gas trails, answers to several
questions can be obtained, such as: How often does RPS occur? How majorly does it affect
galaxy evolution? What specifically causes the gas to ionize? How quickly does this interaction
quench star formation? What happens to the stripped gas after being ejected into space?

The Virgo Galaxy Cluster
So, why Virgo? First of all, it is relatively nearby, being at a distance of about 16.5 Mpc
from us. This is beneficial because it allows us to take higher resolution images, which leads to
more accurate and detailed observations. It also contains every known galaxy type, allowing a
wide range of study for a multitude of examples in just this one cluster. There is evidence that the
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cluster is relatively young, which means that there are likely galaxies in many differing points of
evolution, allowing the observation of all of these evolutionary points without having to search
too extensively. Virgo is spiral-rich, meaning that there are more opportunities to observe
galaxies that have experienced transformations caused by their environments. Compared to other
nearby galaxies, Virgo has unique physical properties, such as dynamical mass, gas temperature
and density, so there is an interest in wanting to understand why that is.

VESTIGE
Evidence of Ram Pressure Stripping had been observed previously from the Next
Generation Virgo Cluster Survey (NGVS), which ran from 2008 to 2012. Figure 2 and Figure 3
below show areas with evidence of Ram Pressure Stripping. These pseudo-color images combine
the NGVS optical in the blue channel, the r in the green, and the Hα in the red. Evidence of Ram
Pressure Stripping is clearly shown in these images in the form of the red gas trails seen
emerging from these galaxies.

Figure 2 [2]: NGC 4330. The red is in Hα, while the rest of the image is a mix of visible and r band.
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Figure 3 [1]: NGC 4569 (left) and the NGC 4438 - M86 complex (right). Red is Hα, while the rest of the image is a
mix of visible and r band.

However, NGVS was only on a select section of the Virgo Cluster, so to observe more
cases of Ram Pressure Stripping and in more detail, another survey would have to be launched.
This is what led to “A Virgo Environmental Survey Tracing Ionised Gas Emission,” or
VESTIGE. It was launched in 2017 and is the first deep blind narrow-band Hα survey of a
nearby cluster. Compared to other surveys done in the past, the technology developed for
VESTIGE will allow it to develop images with more depth, sensitivity, resolution, and coverage
than other surveys. It is also the first survey of an entire cluster - other surveys focused on select
galaxies within clusters, but never the cluster in its entirety.
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Figure 4 [1]: (Left) A map of the Virgo Cluster, detailing different objects. The black outlines X-ray emissions, the
large red dotted circles are substructures of the cluster, and the red, green, and blue empty circles are early-type
galaxies, transition type galaxies, and star forming systems. (Right) The grey is the area VESTIGE has covered as of
the end of 2019.

Using MegaCam with the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, VESTIGE has already
observed much of the planned area of Virgo. Figure 4 shows a map of the Virgo Cluster’s
structures and objects, as well as a map of how much of it VESTIGE had covered by the end of
2019. Data has been collected - all that’s left to do is to go through the results.
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Project Overview
Data Analysis
The scope of this Capstone Project was to analyze the data collected by VESTIGE to
locate and isolate potential Hα clouds. This was done by loading the Hα and r band images into a
program called SAOImage ds9. Then the search for those filament-like shapes indicative of Hα
clouds began.
Once a potential candidate was located in the Hα image, the r band image would be
analyzed, since these gas clouds will only appear in Hα. If a similar object was in the same
location as the candidate, then it probably was not stripped gas. If there was no object there, then
the Hα object could be considered.
Figure 5 contains some images taken from ds9 for this project. The left image is of the r
band, which contains no visible filament-like objects, while the right image is of the Hα band,
displaying obvious filament shapes that do not appear in the other image. These images are
actually confirmed to be of the same object as the second picture shown in Figure 3. This is
representative of what the images encountered in this project would have been like.

Figure 5: Images of the NGC 4438 - M86 complex from ds9. Left is r band, right is Hα. Note the filaments that only
appear in Hα.
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The same data was gone through independently by the Project Director, Dr. Ming Sun,
and another student, Nicholas Schragal. The reason for this is because there was a lot of data that
was all being gone through manually by hand, so having a wider array of results could fill in any
gaps that individuals may have, such as potentially missed objects being caught by others. After
each person had gone through the data and obtained a list of regions in which potential
candidates resided, everyone’s results were compared. For regions with a lot of uncertainty of the
validity surrounding them, this was especially important. Objects that were shared between
results could mean that there could be an Hα cloud candidate there, so situations like that were
worth more analysis.

Challenges
This project was approached without much prior experience with using ds9 or analyzing
images. So, as one would expect, there was a bit of struggle with how exactly it was supposed to
be accomplished.
One of the challenges was having to see through the noise and artifacts that each image
had. The MegaCam detector itself creates a lot of image artifacts because of its structure. It
forms mosaics with 40 different detectors, called CCDs (Charge Coupled Device), pieced
together. Between the CCDs are gaps, which can be seen in Figure 6. While this helps to create
higher resolution images, it unfortunately created quite a bit of trouble with the accuracy of
finding gas clouds in this project.
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Figure 6 [3]: MegaCam CCDs. Note the gaps between the detectors.

Figure 7 is another image taken from ds9 of a particular region of the Virgo Cluster that
was mistakenly marked early on in the project to contain a potential Hα gas cloud. However,
there is actually likely nothing of particular note in this image.
The dark, hard horizontal and vertical lines seen in this image are from the detector gaps.
The sudden change in contrast between areas is also caused by MegaCam. Additionally, a
common occurrence in images like this one is the large, bright star near the top middle of the
image. Stars like this will often create a ring of noise around it, and the brighter areas along the
edge of the ring were also mistaken as gas cloud candidates earlier on. Because none of these
factors were known prior to starting the data analysis, a lot of “dud” regions were highlighted as
possible candidates, and may have caused other strong candidates to go unnoticed.
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Figure 7: An image from ds9. Hard, dark lines show how the CCD gaps would appear.

Another issue was that a few of the images had missing segments or so much noise that
the affected areas were unusable. At first, attempts were made to try and see potential objects
through this corruption, but much of the same mistakes made with the CCD gaps were repeated
with those attempts. Nothing can really be done with areas like that other than to try to get new
images.
Much of the challenges in this project were caused by lack of experience and
unknowingness of what to expect. Gas cloud candidates were not able to be confidently noted
until much trial and error.
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Conclusion
After recording the cloud candidate regions, next would be observations of the properties
of these clouds. The more detailed analysis is more out of the scope of this project, but a simpler
property such as size can be deduced from the results.
Below are two more ds9 images of gas cloud candidates. Figure 8 measures at about 250
Arcseconds, while Figure 9 is approximately 540 Arcseconds. Assuming that these objects are
located within the Virgo cluster, the conversion 1 Arcsec = 0.08 kpc can be used. It is thus found
that Figure 8 is 20 kpc and Figure 9 is 43 kpc. However, the possibility exists that these objects
could actually be located in the Milky Way. In this case the conversion would be 1 Arcsec =
0.005 pc, leading to Figure 8 being 1.25 pc and Figure 9 being 2.7 pc.

Figure 8(left), 9(right): Images of miscellaneous clouds from ds9.

As for VESTIGE itself, more analysis is needed to develop solid conclusions on what
each of the candidates could be. There also probably needs to be some changes to the analysis
process - although the work is split up among several people analyzing the data, there is still a
possibility of improving efficiency and minimizing the potential for human error. For example,
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theoretically an algorithm could be developed to search for the gas clouds, which would be
faster, but it would need to be taught to distinguish clouds from noise and artifacts. This would
be done by feeding it a lot of images like the ones recorded by VESTIGE. If this could be done,
the process would be sped up considerably.
Like an algorithm learning what to look for, much of this project was familiarizing with
the images and way that the gas clouds were supposed to be shaped. After coming into the
project with almost no experience with ds9 or data analysis, the knowledge gained from this is
most certainly valuable.
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